Abstract. We construct a 4-dimensional projective variety whose general fibers of the Gauss map g are one-parameter hyperplane sections of the given surface in P 3 when the characteristic is positive. As an application, we have a projective variety whose general fibers of the Gauss map are not constant. In particular, this is a new example of a variety with non-linear Gauss fibers.
Introduction
The Gauss map g on a projective variety X H P N is the rational map from X to the Grassmannian Gðdim X ; NÞ which assigns to a smooth point p A X the projective embedded tangent space T p X . It is classically known that, if the characteristic of the base field K is 0, the general fiber of the Gauss map is a linear space (see, for example, [8] ). In positive characteristic case, this is no longer true. There exist a curve which has infinitely many multiple tangent lines, hence the fibers of the Gauss map of this curve contain two distinct points ( [7] ). (A multiple tangent line is a line which has two or more distinct tangent points.) H. Kaji ([3] , [4] ), J. Rathmann ( [6] ) and A. Noma ([5] ) found smooth varieties whose general fiber of the Gauss map has finitely many distinct points. By a result of F. L. Zak, the Gauss map on a smooth variety is a finite map onto its image ([8, I. 2.8]). Recently, the author found (singular) varieties whose general Gauss fiber is not a finite union of linear subspaces ( [1] ). More strongly, he proved that any given projective variety Y is (the reduced structure of ) the general fiber of the Gauss map on some variety X ( [2] ). Note that in this construction, all the general fibers (with reduced structures) are isomorphic to each other.
In this paper we will construct first examples of ''nonconstant'' Gauss fiber structures. More concretely, when Y H P 3 is a generic surface, we construct a 4-dimensional variety X such that the Gauss fibers are one-parameter hyperplane sections of Y .
Notation
Unless otherwise stated, the base field K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Gðk; NÞ is the Grassmannian of k-dimensional linear subspaces of P N . Varieties are integral algebraic schemes. Points mean closed points. ½v A P N denotes the point of P N corresponding to the equiv-
means the linear subspace of P N corresponding to V .
Construction
Let p i A A 7 be the point such that i-th coordinate is 1 and the other coordinates are 0 for i ¼ 0; . . . ; 6. Let Y H P 3 be a hypersurface and let r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 3 be the morphisms from A 2 to A 7 defined as follows,
Define a morphism h : Proof. Lett t : A 2 ÂŶ Y ! A 7 be the a‰ne lifting of t. We have
This implies that t is generically étale. Furthermore, we have A general surface Y satisfies the assumption. In particular, the following examples have hyperplane sections whose isomorphism classes vary. Our construction can be generalized on the dimensions of Y and linear sections; we can construct the Gauss fiber structures which are l-parameter and l-codimensional linear sections of r-codimensional subvariety Y H P k with l þ r a k.
